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AN OVERVIEW ABOUT DIFFERENT SOURCES  
OF POPULAR SINHALA SONGS 
 
Abstract 
Music is considered to be one of the most complex among the fine arts. Although various scholars have 

given different opinions about the origin of music, the historical perspectives reveal that this art, made 

by mankind on account of various social needs and occasions, has gradually developed along with every 

community. It is a well-known fact that any fine art, whether it is painting, sculpture, dance or music, is 

interrelated with communal life and its history starts with society. Art is forever changing and that 

change comes along with the change in those societies. This paper looks into the different sources of 

contemporary popular Sinhala songs without implying a strict border between Sinhala and non-Sinhala 

beyond the language used. Sources, created throughout history, deliver not only a steady stream of ideas. 

They are also often converted into labels and icons for specific features within a given society. The 

consideration of popularity as an economic reasoning and popularity as an aesthetic pattern makes it 

possible to look at the different important sources using multiple perspectives and initiating a wider 

discussion that overcomes narrow national definitions. It delivers an overview which should not be taken 

as an absolute repertoire of sources but as an open pathway for further explorations. 
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